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Abstract

This study evaluates the most popular recommender system algorithms for use on both

sides of the labor market: job recommendation and job seeker recommendation. Recent

research shows the drawbacks of focusing solely on predictive power when evaluating rec-

ommender systems, which become especially prominent in job- and job seeker recommen-

dation, where aspects such as reciprocity and item spread are two other vital performance

metrics for the quality of recommendations. Besides evaluating using these extra met-

rics, we compare recommendation with search using free text search engines. We measure

what is gained, and what is lost when consuming items (jobs and job seekers) retrieved

using search versus items presented via a recommender system. Based on insights in date

recommendation literature, we propose changes to rating matrix construction aimed at

mitigating the drawbacks of recommendation in the labor market. Our results, obtained

from extensive experimentation on three datasets gathered from the Flemish public em-

ployment services, show that popular recommender algorithms perform significantly worse

than user search in terms of reciprocity. Furthermore, we show that by swapping the rating

matrices between two sides of a reciprocal recommender context, we can outperform user

search in terms of reciprocity with limited trade off in predictive power. The insights from

this research can help actors in the labor market to better understand the positioning of

recommendation versus search, and to provide better job recommendations and job seeker

recommendations.
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seeker recommendation, information retrieval

1. Introduction

Recommender systems are an established solution for the information overload caused

by various information systems [1, 2]. Rather than requiring users of an information sys-

tem to plow through all available information, they aim to filter out only those pieces of

information relevant to the user. More and more, they are being evaluated for use in the

labor market, where they are mainly used for job- but also for job seeker recommendation

[3, 4, 5].

Defining what makes a “good” job recommender system is not straightforward. The

labor market is a complex system in which multiple parties have different objectives. Job

seekers wish to find a job that is interesting for their personal situation, which can differ

based on competences, location, family situation and many other possible attributes. Job

providers open up vacancies, which they want to allocate to appropriate job seekers. At-

tributes such as experience, competences and personality are just a handful of potential key

factors in deciding if a person matches well with a vacancy. A third party in this reciprocal

context are public employment services (PES). Their goal is to help the two aforementioned

parties find each other. PESs aim at maximizing the number of good matches between

job seekers and job providers. Clearly, both job seekers and job providers can benefit from

systems that help them find relevant vacancies and job seekers: job seeker recommendation

and job recommendation respectively. Based on interviews with the Flemish PES, and on

earlier studies in the reciprocal context of online dating [6], we define the following goals

for both a job recommender system and a job seeker recommender system: 1) The rec-

ommended items should be in line with the user’s previously shown interests.

Not only is this a popular way of evaluating general recommender system quality, but this

generally also leads to reduced recommendation risk [7]. Users that recognize their own

interest in the recommended items will less likely be offended because they are more likely
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to understand why certain items are recommended and complain about recommendation

quality, which would be bad for the PESs public image. This goal is usually evaluated

by measuring a recommender system’s predictive power, using metrics such as root mean

squared error, accuracy, recall, etc. In recent years, more and more voices in literature

are raising the issue that evaluating recommender systems purely by looking at predictive

power has serious drawbacks [8]. To address this concern, we introduce two extra goals.

2) Recommender systems that recommend items that reciprocate interest are

better. Even if a recommended job (or job seeker) is interesting for a user (measured by

goal 1), if this interest is not reciprocated there will be almost no chance of a successful

job - job seeker match. 3) Recommender systems that recommend a wider set of

items are preferred over a recommender that recommends the same items over

and over again. This aligns with the need of treating everyone fairly being a public in-

stitution. It is undesirable for one job or job-seeker to be recommended often, while others

are never recommended [9]. Furthermore, a more diverse set of recommendations can help

users think out of the box, potentially discovering serendipitous opportunities. We leave

some recommender specific goals, such as cold start solutions, out of scope because they

have been extensively studied in earlier recommender system comparisons [10, 11]. We also

limit our study to implicit-feedback based data: item clicks and item saves. Content-based

recommender systems are out of scope. In previous work we showed that for job recom-

mendation, explicit feedback can often be a poor indicator of user interest, compared to

implicit feedback [3].

Free text search engines are a popular alternative to recommender systems for infor-

mation filtering. Search engines work by taking a user-provided query, such as free text

(e.g. “CEO position in Brussels”) and return a ranking of the available items in order of

best- to worst match with the search query. Note that there are differences between search

and recommendation. Search is considered active information retrieval: the user triggers

the retrieval by consciously providing a search query. Recommendation is considered pas-
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sive information retrieval: items are automatically retrieved, without conscious user input.

Both search engines and recommender systems are extremely popular, however a compar-

ison between both with regard to how well they achieve their goals (as defined by goals

1, 2 and 3) is lacking in literature. As part of this research we will evaluate what is won,

and what is lost when consuming items coming from recommendation versus items a user

searched for themselves. This evaluation is of key importance for organizations that want to

better understand the impact of introducing recommender systems as an extra information

channel to its users. Furthermore, organizations are facing an information overload them-

selves, as a plethora of recommender system algorithms exist, and are continuously being

developed. These algorithms range from naive baselines (E.g. random or most-popular

recommendation, which are very easy to implement) to the most well known personalized

algorithms (E.g. User-user or item-item collaborative filtering, which are readily available

in almost every machine learning package) to specialized solutions tailored for reciprocal

recommendation contexts (which are shown to outperform the standard algorithms, but

likely take more time to implement and deploy). This study aims at helping with this

information overload problem by analyzing the performance of these families of available

recommender systems compared to each other, and to user search.

Compared to previous work, discussed in Section 2, we make the following contributions.

1. We show that vacancies consumed by traditional unidirectional recommender systems

have much lower reciprocity than items consumed via traditional user search. To the

best of our knowledge, we are the first to make such a comparison.

2. We show that the reciprocity of recommender items can be increased beyond the

reciprocity of user search, with limited trade-off in predictive power by varying the

rating matrices of two sides of a reciprocal recommender setting.

3. We benchmark the most popular recommender system algorithms for use in both

sides of the labor market on three real-life datasets, not only focusing on recall but

also reciprocity and item spread. This way we provide the recommender system com-
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munity with extra data on how well recommender systems can be expected to work

in the context of the labor market, where little publicly available data is available.

Especially on job seeker recommendation, very few experiments have been published.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we discuss the related work

on which this study builds (Section 2), followed by introducing the algorithms and rating

matrix variations used in this study (Section 3). Next, we present the experimental set-up,

evaluation metrics, results and discussion (Section 4). We conclude by summarizing our

key findings and presenting interesting topic for further research (Section 5).

2. Related Work

An increasing body of literature on job recommenders as unidirectional recommendation

exists. One of the earliest job recommendation studies is published in [12]. They perform

unidirectional collaborative filtering job recommendation and showed how interest profiles

can be constructed using multiple types of implicit user feedback on an e-recruitment

platform. In recent years, other studies have applied other recommendation algorithms

in a unidirectional way for job recommendation. Next to collaborative filtering, studies

have been done with case-based reasoning [13], cluster-based techniques [14], etc. For a

comprehensive overview of job recommendation work, we refer to Al-Otaibi & Ykhlef [4] and

Siting, Wenxing, Ning, & Fan [5]. However, most existing job recommendation approaches

do not analyze the reciprocal nature of this recommendation task systems and only focus

on the prediction of user interest [15]. [16] and [17] present a reciprocal job-job seeker

matching approach based on a latent-factor model of explicit job and job seeker profiles.

They only evaluate the recommender system based on accuracy and do not compare how

a reciprocal job recommender compares to other (unidirectional) recommender algorithms.

Furthermore, they are based on explicit user profiles rather than implicit interest data such

as clicks, which is the focus of this study.

Another, richer, body of work in reciprocal recommendation comes from experiments in
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the online dating context [6, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Online dating recommendation is in many ways

similar to job recommendation, and job seeker recommendation. In both recommendation

contexts, a recommended item is usually only a good recommendation in case interest

is reciprocated. Furthermore, both systems recommend people, causing extra constraints

with regards to time availability: A movie can be watched a million times, but a person

will have a hard time going on a million dates or job interviews. Besides the similarities

there are also prominent differences between the two recommendation domains, making

it hard to generalize results in one context to the other one. In job recommendation or

job seeker recommendation, users and items are disjoint and heterogeneous: a vacancy is

described differently than a person, and its recommendation needs might be different. In

online dating, users and items are not disjoint and not heterogeneous. In existing online

dating studies, implicit feedback based algorithms have been shown to outperform systems

based on explicit feedback [19, 22]. This further motivated our choice to limit our analyses

to implicit feedback based recommender algorithms. They also compare reciprocal with

unidirectional recommendation contexts, which we used as basis for the goals outlined

in Section 1. Although mentioned by several of these authors that techniques developed

for recommending dates could be applicable to the labor market, none of the proposed

techniques have been evaluated on data from this context. Our proposed rating matrix

transformations are based on ideas from this work and aim to bridge this gap in literature.

Comparing recommender systems with attention to a specific property has been fre-

quently done in research. Recommender systems have been compared on behavior for new

users [10], predictive power in online date recommendation [23] and others [24]. We follow

the methodology used in these papers, especially with regards to algorithm - and evaluation

metric selection.
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3. Rating matrix and Recommender systems

In this Section, we present the algorithms used in the experiments: user-user collabo-

rative filtering (UUCF), item-item collaborative filtering (IICF) , singular value decompo-

sition recommendation (SVD) and three non-personalized baselines (random-, popularity-

and inverse popularity recommendation). The algorithm selection is made based on a recent

recommender comparison study [10], to which we added the inverse popularity baseline.

We add this extra baseline algorithm because of goal 3: maximize item spread. We also

propose methods of constructing the rating matrix in reciprocal settings, which we will

combine with the aforementioned algorithms.

3.1. Reversing and combining rating matrices

In the remainder of this text, we will denote an arbitrary user as u, the set of all users

as U , the x-th user as ux, an arbitrary item as i, the set of all items as I and the y-th item

as iy. A rating of u on i is denoted as Rui. R is also called the rating matrix used by a

recommender system. Note that in reciprocal contexts, users are also items and, vice-versa:

in job recommendation, the job seeker is considered the user and the job the item. In job

seeker recommendation, the job (or job provider) is considered the user, and the job seeker

the item.

Unidirectional recommender systems base themselves on interests shown by users for

items. In a reciprocal context, people are both the user and the item, making the reverse

interest a key factor in addressing our reciprocity goal. As part of our experiments we

propose the variations of the rating matrix calculation used for recommendation presented

in Table 1.

Table 1: Rating matrix configurations

Rating Matrix Description

Standard Unidirectional Ru,i = 1 if there was an interest indication

from user u to item i
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Popularity weighted Unidirectional Weighted interests for each item i so that

the
∑

u∈U Ru,i = 1

Reversed Unidirectional Ru,i = 1 if there was an interest indication

from item i to user u

Reciprocal Ru,i = 1 if there was an interest indication

from user u to item i OR from item i to

user u

User-favored Reciprocal Ru,i = 1 + α if there was an interest indi-

cation from user u to item i OR from item

i in user u, with α nonzero in the first case

The intuition behind the reversed unidirectional and (user-favored) reciprocal setups

is that in a reciprocal recommendation context the other party’s interest is crucial and

it makes sense to take that into account. We will experiment with the combinations of

these rating matrices and the recommender algorithms discussed in Section 3.2. The goal

is to evaluate how these popular algorithms will behave when using other than standard

unidirectional interests as input. The Reciprocal, and User-favored Reciprocal rating ma-

trices are based on earlier reciprocal work [20]. Note that we do not have a configuration

in which we Ru,i = 1 if there was an interest indication from user u to item i AND from

item i to user u. While it would make sense to include this in our benchmark, this matrix

configuration resulted in too few ones. The rating matrix sparsity levels were too high

making it impossible to generate recommendations given our experimental set-up. For this

reason we left this configuration out of analysis. All rating matrix configurations in Table

1 will be used as input for the standard algorithms discussed in Section 3.2.
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3.2. Recommendation algorithms

We use three established personalized recommender systems and three unpersonalized

baseline recommenders in our study. The selection of these algorithms is based on a recent

recommender system comparison study [10]. In this section we will give readers unfamiliar

to these algorithms a brief high-level overview on how they work. We refer to the cited

literature next to each algorithm for an in-depth description.

3.2.1. User-User Collaborative Filtering [25]

UUCF is one of the earliest personalized recommender algorithms. It is described in

Algorithm 1. It works by first looking for users with similar interests (Usim). In our study

we use the Jaccard similarity coefficient between users’ ratings for this. We also impose

a minimum overlap size which expresses the minimum similarity a user must have to our

target user in order to be included in Usim as well a shrinking factor β parameter [7]

to dampen the impact of highly similar users in neighborhood. These design choices are

standard in literature [7].

Algorithm 1 UUCF: Which N items to recommend to user ux

Require: Historical interest data for U and I: RU,I

1: Calculate Usim = {users with similar interests as ux}
2: Calculate Isim = {items that users in Usim found interesting}
3: Recommend the N items (not yet seen by ux) from Isim that had the highest average
interest from Usim

3.2.2. Item-Item Collaborative Filtering [26]

IICF differs from UUCF because it uses item-item similarity instead of user-user sim-

ilarity. Algorithm 2 describes the high-level intuition behind IICF: first find which items

are liked by the same people, and then use this similarity to find items similar to items the

user has shown to like in the past. We also use the jaccard similarity coefficient, minimal

overlap size (now for items rather than users) and a shrinking β factor here.
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Algorithm 2 IICF: Which N items to recommend to user ux

Require: Historical interest data for U and I: RU,I

1: Calculate simia−ib = {Item-item similarities, based on how often two items are liked
by the same person}
2: Recommend the N items (not yet seen by ux) with highest average simix−iy to items
already liked by ux

3.2.3. Singular Value Decomposition Recommendation [27]

Algorithm 3 shows the high-level strategy of the SVD-based recommendation algorithm.

SVD-based recommendation works by first decomposing the large rating matrix R in two

(or sometimes three) smaller matrices. The first matrix of the decomposition represents

the interests of the users in the matrix rows. The last matrix represents the ratings on

each items in the columns. Rather than looking at each individual user-item rating, this

technique significantly reduces the dimensionality of the rating information. SVD-based

recommendation gained a lot popularity since its succesful use in the Netflix recommenda-

tion challenge [28]. It usually outperforms UUCF and IICF, especially for large numbers of

users and items. In our experiments, we vary the value for k (the larger the value, the more

information is retained, but the more computationally intensive the algorithm becomes),

and calculate the decomposition using the svds function of the rARPACK package [29].

Algorithm 3 SVD: Which N items to recommend to user ux

Require: Historical interest data for U and I: RU,I

1: Decompose R (a |U | x |I| matrix) in 2 matrices S (a |U | x k matrix) and V (a k x
|I| matrix) so that S ∗ V ≈ R. Using V and S, Rux,iy can be predicted by calculating
S[x, ] ∗ V [, y]
2: Recommend the N items (not yet seen by ux) with the highest predicted rating.

3.2.4. Naive baseline recommender systems

We also include a set of baseline algorithms to our study. These benchmarks show us

the minimal performance a recommender system should have for it to be considered of any

significant value to a user.
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• Random: Non-personalized recommender that recommends random items. Each

user gets a random sample of the available items as recommendations. This can be

considered a true bottom line benchmark, however it is still included in many studies

[10].

• Popularity: Non-personalized recommender that recommends the N most popular

items. Popularity is measured in average interests per day. All users get the same

recommendations. Recommending the N most popular items is a common recommen-

dation strategy in many recommendation contexts, such as movie-recommendation

and e-commerce.

• Inverse Popularity: Non-Personalized recommender that recommends the N random

least popular items. Each user will get a random sample of all available items that

are all equally (and most) unpopular. From a job- and job seeker recommenda-

tion perspective this one is interesting, since it aims for a more balanced spread of

recommendations per item, which is in line with goal 3 presented earlier.

• Oracle: This algorithm simply recommends the items from the test-set (see Section

4). This simulates user search as it contains the items a user would consume if we

let him look for items autonomously. We of course cannot use this for comparison of

predictive quality, but it does give insight in what level of reciprocity (goal 2) and

item spread (goal 3) users achieve on their own using search.

4. Experimental Setup and Results

This section presents the research questions tackled in this paper, the three datasets

used in the experiments, the evaluation metrics used, and the experiments performed in

order to answer the research questions.

Concretely, this research aims to answer the following questions:

1. How does user search perform with regard to reciprocity and item spread?
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2. How do popular recommender algorithms perform with regard to predicting user

interest, reciprocity and item spread? Do they outperform user search?

3. Can ratings from the other side of a reciprocal context help improve recommender

systems?

Figure 1 presents a schematic representation of our experimental design and shows

where each research question fits in. We look at the impact of recommendation algo-

rithm and rating matrix construction choices on ability to predict user interest, reciprocity

and item spread. We also compare this to how well user search performs with regard to

reciprocity and item spread.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of experimental design

4.1. Data

The three datasets are presented in Table 2. All data was collected for the period June

22, 2015 - July 7, 2016, resulting in a span of 380 days. We collected click logs that are

the result of job seeker searches on the ‘Find a job‘ search tool available on the website of

the Flemish PES (www.vdab.be). This is a simple keyword based search engine matching

vacancies with a free text search query. This should mean that the data bias imposed by
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Table 2: Interest datasets used

Dataset Rows Unique users Unique items

Vacancies clicked 32,789,333 254,048 942,163

Vacancies saved 593,360 73,272 233,489

Job seekers saved 526,570 95,538 191,921

the search engine implementation by the PES is low, so that we can consider the data a

clean indication of user interest. Multiple clicks can be linked to a single user by use of

user name when users were logged in, or cookies if they had logged in earlier and received a

cookie. Clicks of users that cleared their cookies and are not logged in could not be linked.

As extra data from this side of the reciprocal context we also collected which vacancies

were saved by which users for later inspection. We separate this data from the vacancy

clicks because we had no control over the origin of the vacancy saves, meaning that the

save could occur because an existing recommender system had recommended it to the

user, thereby potentially biasing the dataset to its own believe of good recommendations.

Note that we will not discuss how to best combine these 2 user interests. Work on how to

combine different interest indicators has already been done in [30].

From the other side of the reciprocal spectrum, no click data was available that could

be linked back to a single vacancy. We did collect client-save data, which is the result of

job seekers being saved for a specific vacancy by job providers for later inspection.

All three data sources are unary: Ru,i is 1 if u clicked on or saved i, and NA otherwise.

The unary nature of the data is why the Jaccard index is used in UUCF and IICF rather

than alternatives such as cosine distance of pearson correlation coefficient.

4.2. Evaluation metrics

In the experiments, we will measure how well we achieve the recommendation goals

presented earlier using the metrics presented in Table 3. These metrics are based on

previous recommender comparison studies [10].
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Table 3: Evaluation metrics

Metric Explanation

recall@25 The percentage of 25 left-out items that are

found in top-25 recommendation. (This

equals precision@25). Range: [0,1].

click reciprocity (only available for job

seeker recommendation)

The percentage of items that clicked on the

user. Range: [0,1].

save reciprocity The percentage of items that saved the user

to their profile. Range: [0,1].

item spread The number of unique recommended items

divided by the total number of recom-

mended items. Range: ]0,1].

We have chosen one metric for each recommendation objective. We use recall to measure

how well the recommendations are in line with the user’s interest. It is frequently used in

literature [3] and usually correlates strongly with metrics that measure similar behavior,

such as RMSE and NDCG [10]. Also note that since we recommend 25 items in a leave-25-

out experiment, recall will result in the same value as precision. As with any recommender

system study, it is important to keep in mind that there is a potential discrepancy between

the relevancy measured using offline experiments, and the actual quality of a recommender

system perceived by the user. In case of our experiments, we are quite confident that

relevancy measured using recall is in line with relevancy for the the end user because

earlier work on this data [3] showed that higher recall of a recommender system resulted

in higher human appreciation of the recommendations.

4.3. Setup

The recommender systems were evaluated using a leave-N-out strategy in which the

last N (N = 25) interest observations are held out as test set. The remaining earlier
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shown interests are used to run the recommender system algorithm on. We employ top-25

recommendation, similar to other benchmarking studies [10], based on at least 5 interest

signals. This limits us to users in our dataset with at least 30 clicks, or 30 saves performed.

Our study leaves an analysis of cold-start behavior of algorithms out of scope, as other

studies have already analyzed cold-start behavior of the algorithms used [10].

1,500 job seekers (once for the saved- and once for the clicked vacancies dataset) and

1,500 vacancies were randomly sampled to generate recommendations for. For each algo-

rithm in our experiments, and varying parameter values for these algorithms, we generated

top-25 recommendations for the 1,500 job seekers and 1,500 vacancies and evaluated their

performance using the metrics presented in table 3.

The parameters MIN OVERLAP, β (for UUCF and IICF) and k (for SVD) parameters

were selected by optimizing for recall on a separate set of 1,500 randomly sampled users.

In almost all cases optimal recall matched with optimal reciprocity and item spread. In the

limited cases were it did not, the difference was small and the sub-optimality of reciprocity

and item spread did not at all influence the conclusions we make from the results. The

optimal value for MIN OVERLAP was always 1, meaning that all users with at least 1

item interest as overlap are taken into account. Shrinking β and k had varying optimal

parameters for the different experiments. Optimal β ranged from 0 to 25, optimal k

ranged from 500 to 2,500. The full results of parameterizations are not included due to

space constraints. All algorithms were implemented in R 3.2.2 [31].

4.4. Results

We will first discuss research questions 1 and 2, comparing user search with standard

unidirectional recommendation. Next, we present the results of the rating matrix varia-

tions.
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Figure 2: Standard job seeker recommendation versus search images

4.4.1. Search versus recommendation

Figure 2 shows the results for standard unidirectional job seeker recommendation com-

pared to search. For each recommender algorithm only the best performing parameteri-

zation is shown. Note that the origin (value = 0) of each axis in the radar plots lies on

the inner diamond, and not in the center of the image. The recall of user search is set to

0, while in reality it would be 1, for better image scaling. Since we only have save-based

information from the employer’s side, click-based reciprocity (RCIPR C on the radar plots)

is set to NA for job recommendation experiments.

As first observation on job seeker search, we see that job providers are often successful

in terms of reciprocity in the job seekers they save for their vacancies. Of the job seekers

saved by a job provider, 15.9% reciprocated the interest with a click and 0.9% by saving

that vacancy.

User search significantly outperforms unidirectional IICF, UUCF and SVD in terms of

(both click and save) reciprocity for all three datasets. There is no significant difference

found1 in the reciprocity metrics of unidirectional SVD, UUCF and IICF, so all three can

be considered equally poor in this regard. This means that while these popular algorithms

1Significances mentioned between algorithms on the same set of users are measured using the Friedman
test on a 95% confidence level.
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help mitigate the information overflow problem by recommending items that are in line with

a user’s past interests 2, they do so at a cost: items looked at via standard unidirectional

recommenders will less likely reciprocate potential interest.

The item spread of items observed using user search is in the neighborhood of the item

spread resulting from the unidirectional recommender systems. No consistent differences

between the item spread of user search and traditional unidirectional recommender systems

can be observed.

For unidirectional job-seeker recommendation (Shown in Figure 2) IICF and UUCF had

the best recall@25. There was no significant difference between their recall@25. SVD did

perform significantly worse than the former two. In unidirectional save based job recom-

mendation no significant recall difference could be found between IICF, UUCF and SVD.

The recall scores were significantly lower than for job seeker recommendation and unidirec-

tional click based job recommendation (±1.3% compared to around ±3% for the other two

algorithms). In click based job recommendation, UUCF was by far the better algorithm in

terms of recall. It scored significantly better than IICF, which in turn scored better than

SVD.

For item spread, we see conflicting results over the different datasets. In job seeker

recommendation, IICF has a significantly higher item spread compared to UUCF and SVD

between which no significant difference could be found. For save based job recommendation

no significant differences could be found between UUCF, IICF and SVD. In click based

recommendation we see almost the opposite of what we see for job seeker recommendation:

SVD has a significantly higher item spread than UUCF, which has a higher item spread

than IICF.

Because of the varying results, it is hard to make strong conclusions about which of the

2For the click based job recommendation, recalls between 3-4% on over 900,000 items to choose from
are achievable, and all personalized algorithms strongly outperform the unpersonalized baselines.
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Figure 3: Rating matrix transformation approaches vs unidirectional recommendation

three unidirectional algorithms is most suited given the three goals put forward in Section

1. We can however conclude that they are severely lacking in reciprocity compared to the

degree of reciprocity achieved by user search.

4.4.2. Impact of rating matrix construction

Figure 3 shows the main results for job seeker recommendation and click based job

recommendation for the different rating matrix transformations, compared to user search,

and compared to standard unidirectional recommendation. For each of the rating matrix

transformations we show the top performing recommender algorithm. Unpersonalized al-

gorithm baselines have been omitted from this figure given their poor performance. The

conclusions for save based job recommendation are not shown in the figure, since they lead

to the same conclusions.

When using a matrix transformation other than the unidirectional rating matrix, recall

drops. This is to be expected, since recall measures how well we can predict values in

the unidirectional matrix. By changing and rotating the rating matrix we are making
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predictions out of domain, which is known to be more difficult. However, we argue that

the drops in recall are not as strong given the benefits gained for some of the rating matrix

transformations.

Looking at the reciprocity, the reversed unidirectional rating matrix set-up performs

by far the strongest. More interestingly, this set-up even outperforms reciprocity obtained

by user search.

There are mixed results in terms of item spread for the reversed unidirectional set-up.

For job seeker recommendation it underperforms compared to the unidirectional set-up,

but outperforms the unidirectional set-up for vacancy recommendation.

The (user-favored) reciprocal rating matrix approaches show underwhelming results.

They lose in terms recall and item spread compared to unidirectional recommendation and

gain not as much as the reversed unidirectional approach in terms of reciprocity. Again

there are mixed results here: the reciprocal rating matrix outperforms user search in terms

of reciprocity for vacancy recommendation, but underperforms in reciprocity for job seeker

recommendation.

4.5. Discussion

We did not find consistent results when comparing recommender system algorithms

(IICF, UUCF and SVD), so we cannot make a claim about which algorithm to best use

for job recommendation or job seeker recommendation.

Unidirectional rating matrices result in the best recall, but they suffer in terms of

reciprocity. Users consuming these vacancies would find a much lower level of reciprocated

interest, than users looking at vacancies they search for themselves. This raises concerns

about the dangers of losing certain qualitative aspects (in our case reciprocity) in the

consumed information when depending on recommender systems. Our experiments clearly

show that this concern is warranted. This result is not intuitive, as recommender systems

base themselves on the search data. In future research, it is worthwhile to investigate
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why the inference-step recommender systems make on the interest data leads to a drop in

reciprocity.

By simply reversing the unidirectional rating matrix we achieve much higher levels

of reciprocity in recommended items than with a standard unidirectional rating matrix.

The level of reciprocity is even higher than that of the items searched for by the user

himself/herself. This does however require a trade-off in terms of recall. Of the algorithm-

rating matrix configurations presented, we believe reversed unidirectional results in the best

compromise between goals 1, 2 and 3. The other non-unidirectional configurations did not

result in favorable results compared to unidirectional recommendation or user search.

It is hard to generalize our conclusions to other domains, as it is not straightforward to

pinpoint the causal factors behind our results. We do however have several future research

ideas that could shed more light on this. When reversing the interests between the two

sides of the reciprocal context, the recommendations are gravitating more from “here are

vacancies you are likely interested in” towards “here are vacancies likely interested in you”.

When these two approaches have high overlap, the recall lost in the trade-off will be low,

as shown in our experiments. We expect to find similar trade-off between reciprocity

and recall for reciprocal recommendation systems in other reciprocal contexts where both

sides of the reciprocal context tend to find each other equally well. In cases where both

sides of the reciprocal context do not find each other well, we expect a steeper recall

loss for increased reciprocity gains, compared to the trade-off in our experiments: When

recommendations are generated based on which items are interested in a user, and the user

is never interested in those items, the recall will likely be low. This does not mean that

these low-recall recommendations are worthless, as in many reciprocal context it could be

of interest who is (potentially) interested in you.

5. Conclusion

This study investigated the following research questions:
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1. How does user search perform with regard to reciprocity and item spread?

2. How do popular recommender algorithms perform with regard to predicting user

interest, reciprocity and item spread? Do they outperform user search?

3. Can ratings from the other side of a reciprocal context help improve recommender

systems?

After an extensive comparison of multiple recommender system algorithms, with various

rating matrix operations, on three datasets gathered form the Flemish public employment

services, we were able to answer these questions.

How does user search perform with regard to reciprocity and item spread?

Our results show that between 1% and 15% of items consumed by users via search recipro-

cate interest. Item spread of user search is around 76%-88% for the different datasets. This

means that on average, each 100 items consumed by users will contain 82 unique items.

How do popular recommender algorithms perform according to recall, reci-

procity and item spread? Do they outperform user search? We found that

traditional recommender systems have good predictive power, but have strongly inferior

reciprocal interest from recommended items, compared to items found by user search. In

terms of item spread we found mixed results: For two datasets user search outperformed

the best unidirectional recommender system and for one dataset unidirectional recommen-

dation outperforms user search.

Can ratings from the other side of a reciprocal context help improve recom-

mender systems? We propose several rating matrix transformations based on existing

research in date recommendation, of which the simplest (reversed unidirectional) appeared

to have the nicest properties: if the recommendation provider is willing to trade-off some

predictive power strong increases in reciprocity that even outperform user search can be

achieved. The item spread of recommender systems based on these rating matrix transfor-

mations is comparable to those using the standard unidirectional rating matrices.

Our results allow recommendation providers in the labor market (such as public employ-
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ment services) to provide better job recommendations and job seeker recommendations,

and to better position recommendation against user search.

5.1. Limitations and future work

We run our experiments on three datasets from the same PES. Running the same

experiments on more reciprocal datasets, both from the labor market context and other re-

ciprocal settings, such as online dating, would be valuable to further confirm and generalize

our results beyond the labor market setting.

As already discussed in Section 4.2, no perfect offline evaluation strategy for recom-

mendation systems exists. Given the dimensionality of our setup (in terms of number of

algorithms, parameterizations, rating matrix variations,etc.), online confirmation of our re-

sults on real job seekers and job providers, in a live recommendation environment, proved

to be infeasible. In previous experiments on the same data we saw a strong correlation

between offline predictive power metrics and appreciation for the recommendations [3],

but this strong correlation is shown to not always be the case [32], and our results should

ideally be confirmed on real users.

We believe that the insights this work provides on the comparison between search

and recommendation in terms of reciprocity, item spread and predictive power can lead

to significant impact on the quality of the job (seeker) search process. However, a more

longitudinal study is required to measure the exact impact of recommender systems with

different levels of recall, reciprocity and item spread on the search process of job seekers

and job providers. We are especially interested in the impact of reciprocity on job seeker

motivation and user experience.
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